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Spherical Domes Under Unsymmetrical Loading

Coupoles spheriques soumises ä des charges asymetriques

Sphärische Kuppeln unter unsymmetrischer Belastung

TELEMACO VAN LANGENDONCK
Prof. Dr. Eng., Escola Politecnica, Universidade de Säo Paulo, Brasil

1. Scope

The determination of the internal forces in domes, having the form of a
not very flat spherical calotte, is a problem that has already been solved, even
under unsymmetrical loading. In such cases we can split up the actual loading
in to others, which may be represented by trigonometrical functions of argu-
ment nd. Here, 6 is the angle defined in § 2 and n is either zero or a positive
integer.

In applications, approximate Solutions of the equations are used, in many
cases, as they are easier to employ. For axially symmetrical loadings we have
Blumenthal's Solution [1], through a development in asymptotical series,
and simpler processes, such as Hetenyi's [2], in which the Solution of the
differential equation is obtained by disregarding the exponential function in
respect of its second derivative1) and Geckeler's [4], in which the first
derivative is also disregarded.

For unsymmetrical loadings, the Solution2) corresponding to that of
Blumenthal is the Havers' method [5], which may be simplified to a close

approximation (like Geckeler's) when the dorne is not flat and has a small
thickness in comparison with its radius, as shown in the present paper.

In studying this simplification, we shall consider separately the three states
of internal forces which can be considered in superposition:

x) Gravina [3] arrives at the same result by taking account of the first term only
in Blumenthal's asymptotical series.

2) Already studied by Schwerin for a particular case of loading [6].
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1. — the state of membrane, in which, in addition to the active external forces,
there exist only the reactive and internal forces acting in the planes tangent
to the sphere;

2. — the state of pure bending, in which the sole forces acting on the edge and
on the sections of the dorne are bending and twisting moments; and

3. — the state of disturbance of the edge, when there are all types of forces

acting on the edge and in adjacent sections. but which are propagated in
a rapidly weakened, oscillating manner.

2. Notation

The points of the sphere (central surface of the dorne) will be characterized
by the angles cp and 6, measured from a vertical axis and from a horizontal
reference axis respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. The constant value of cp, which
corresponds to the edge of the dorne, will be denoted by cpc, and:

The radius of the sphere is R and the uniform thickness of the shell is h.

We denote by Je the very small quantity:

k T& <2-2>

and by a the expression:

^yOT^/j^AA.,3/1,
where v is the Poisson's ratio of the material whose modulus of elasticity is
denoted by E.

The displacements ü, v and w of a point on the dorne are those which occur
in the direction of the tangent to a parallel, in the direction of the tangent to
a meridian and in the direction of the radius of the sphere, respectively. The
latter is positive when it defines a displacement from the centre of the sphere
and the two former are positive when directed in the same sense of positive
angles 6 and 99.

When these displacements correspond to a single term of the trigono-
metrical series which represents the external forces, with argument nd, they
take the form:

ü~ usinnd, v=vcosnd> w wcosnd, (2.4)

where, u, v and w are functions of 9 alone.
The corresponding forces will be denoted by

Nv N^ coswö, Ntf N^e sin^Ö, Ne N9 cosnO,

Jfv= Jf^cosrcö, M(pe= M^sinnö, MQ= Mdcosn9, (2.5)

Q<p Qq> cosnd, Qd Qe sinnd,
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where: N9 and Ne are the normal forces; N^q are the tangential forces; Qv
and Qd are the shearing forces; M9 and MQ are the bending moments, and

Mgß the twisting moments, all of them per unit length of the section. The

corresponding directions and positive senses are those indicated in fig. 2.

The deformations of the material in the central surface of the membrane are:

£u eucosnO, ev €vcosnO, y ysinnd, (2.6)

where, eu and ev are the elongations in the u- and t;-directions and y is the
shearing strain, that is:

eu=^%(NB-vN9), e^^N.-vNe), r ÜI+^„0. (2.7)
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Fig. 3.

In expressions containing trigonometrical functions of argument n 0, such
as 2.4 to 2.6, it is possible to Substitute simultaneously all the cosines by sines
and all the sines by cosines without changing the results except, in certain
cases, their sign. Should this occur in the following considerations, the double
sign ± or + will be used, the upper sign to be employed with the expressions
2.4 to 2.6 (to which correspond the expression 2.8 and the expressions 2.10 to
2.13) and the lower sign when the Substitution has been made. The first case
corresponds to symmetrical Solutions with respect to the 0-reference axis, and
the second case refers to anti-symmetrical Solutions.
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For reactive forces, per unit length, we use, with cp cpc (Fig. 3):

S =Nve + ^Mve Ssinnd, H Tsincp-Ncosy, (2.8)

V — N sin<p — T cos <p,

hence (always with <p <pc):

n 1

M M<p, N NV, T Q<p±^^-M9e, S N^ + ^M^,
H T sin cp — N cos cp, V — N sin cp — T cos cp

and for active forces, per unit area (pu, pv and pw are bounded functions):

pM pttsinwö, pv=pvcosn6, pw pwcosn0 (2.10)

in the u-, v- and ^-directions respectively and with the same positive senses

(Fig. 3).
The vertical displacements (positive upwards) and the radial-horizontal

displacements (positive outwards) will be represented, respectively by (Fig. 1):

rj cos nd rj w cos cp — v sin cp, (2.11)

£ cosn0 | wsincp + vcoscp, (2.12)

the angular displacement of the meridian (positive when in the opposite sense
of positive cp) by:

xcosnd y -—{w' —v) (2.13)

with rj wcoscp — vsincp, g wsincp + vcoscp, % -^{w' — v). (2.14)
R

Displacements of the edge are characterized by the index c.

3. The State of Membrane

In shells not clamped at the edges, we determine the internal forces —
which are reduced to normal forces Ne and N^ and to tangential forces N^q
only — by the membrane theory, independently of the study of their
deformation and considering the active forces defined in (2.10). The forces acting
along the edge will be the reactive forces that we obtain with (2.9), where, with

M 0, N N(p, T 0, S Nn. (3.1)
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The equilibrium equations give 3):

Ne pwR-N(p, N9= U(n)+U(-n), N^ ±[U (n)-U (-n)], (3.2)

where:

TT/ ^cotm(cpl2)\ C\( \m\ \ 1
(m)

2sinV jj \Pv + V^jSm99~(m + COS<p)^

- sin cp tan™ (cp/2) d cp + C (m) 1,

(3.3)

being a 0, for m^ — 1 and a 7i/2 for m< — 1.

The terms C(n), corresponding to U{n), and C(—n), related to U(—n),
are the integration constants, which, in such cases, where the domes have the
shape of a spherical calotte (therefore with a single edge) should never provide
infinite values for the forces on the crown. Hence, we have C (n) 0 for any
value of n, and C (— n) 0 for n 0 and n l.

For n^2, the constant C(—n) can have any finite value, corresponding
to the application of normal and tangential forces along the edge. These
forces balance one another without disturbing the other external forces, and
give rise to new internal forces, characterized by (Fig. 4):

Hqtl -N$1 +Nipei A1
tann (cp/2)

sin2 cp
(3.4)

withA1 0,5RC{-n).
Denoting by the index 0 the values of the forces (3.2) when we make

C(n) C(-n) Oin (3.3), we have:

S>7*>

n=2 n=3

ZJj tfi'/>'9
Uli£?/

MOOOl OOO 000
tvo3,00

\ ®
\ Vi

3 © '
1/ _ A n /+ V /TN iA, _ A n /+ V

//
Fig. 4.

3) All the formulae in this § 3, except expression (3.13) and the subsequent expressions
may be obtained from those given in Flügge's paper [6], where the corresponding
proof is to be found.
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N9 Nqto + Ng,!, No Nd0 + Ndl, Nrf Ntft + Ntfi, (3.5)

where, the first term of the second member corresponds to the effect of the
loading on the dorne and the second term contains the constant A1 to be

determined in accordance with the boundary conditions. It should be noted,
however, that Ax 0 for n 0 and n 14).

The displacements of the membrane are defined by the following equations
(the accents indicate the derivatives in relation to cp):

w + v' R€v, (3.6)

w sin cp + v cos cp ±nu Reusincp, (3.7)

u' sin cp — u cos cp + nv Ry sin cp, (3.8)

where eu, ev and y can be obtained from the forces N, already calculated, by
means of (2.7).

By eHminating u and w from Eqs. (3.6) to (3.8), we arrive at the single
equation with variable v:

v" — v' cot cp + v (1 — n2) cosec2 cp Rcf>9 (3.9)

in which
1+v/ 2n \

<f> <.-e;±Wycosec«p _^;_J^ ±-—Nv9j. (3.10)

With v, we find w and u from (3.6) and (3.7) (for n 0 we use (3.8) instead
of (3.12)):

w= Rev-v', (3.11)

±nu R(eu — €v) sin cp + v' sin cp — v cos cp. (3.12)

The general Solution of (3.9) is:

v Xgl [tan»f (Pcot*fd^) -ooff^tan-l^ + O,)] (3.13)

tt/2 0

in which the constants Cx and C2 must be chosen so as not to give rise to moments
along the edge, for we assume the permanence of the state of membrane
(details are given in § 4, where it is also shown, that for n 0 and n=l, such
moments never occur, the constants corresponding to displacements of the
dorne as a rigid body).

The expression (3.13), for n — Q, assumes an indeterminate form, which
can be shown to be equivalent to:

l+v
v Hlh RS™v{j\-fldv+G°)- (3-14)

4) Physically, this is explained by the fact that it is impossible for a system of balanced
forces, distributed along the edge proportionally to sin n 6 or cos n 0 if n 0 or n=l,
to exist.
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Denoting by v0 the value of v corresponding to the forces N^q, Nq0 and
NyßQ, and by vx that related to the forces (3.4), we have:

v v0 + vl9 (3.15)

where (introducing (3.4) into (3.10) and the latter into (3.13)), with n> 1

(Fig. 4)5):

-i AxB^Um*£ n2 + ncosy-sin2cpt
1 x Eh 2 n(n2-l)s\ncp v '

It should be noted that for n 0 and n 1, vx has zero values for there are no
forces (3.4), as has already been said (^4X 0).

In applications it is useful to know that to vx there correspond (Fig. 4):

a -r» l+v, <P n + coscp n /n _^x
Xi 0, w1 A1R~wrt8inn^ y % +m?!- • 3.17)A1 L L Eh 2 n(n2 — 1) L xsm<p

4. The State of Pure Bending and the Displacement of the Dome as a Rigid Body

When in (3.13) integration constants are used that differ of A2-2n/R and
A%2njR from those employed, the displacements which are added to the
former ones are:

v v2 + vs, (4.1)

where v2= A2sincpta,nn-^, vd Assincpcotn~. (4.2)
A Zt

For n > 1, we have necessarily A3 0, so that be not v co with 9 0. To
the remaining term v2 (Fig. 5) there corresponds, according to Havers [5],
the state of pure bending in which (in addition to N(p NQ N(pß 0 and

'l+v v ' sm2<p
M02 -Mvt ±Mvg, A°kn(n*-1) .J" -' (4.3)

and, from (3.11), (3.12) and the last of the expressions (2.14) (Fig. 5):

w2 — v2 — A2(n + cos cp)ta,nn ~, (4.4)

±%a V2' ^-55^- (4-5)

The moments M^ and ilf #, when cp cpc, are those acting along the edge;
they constitute a balanced system (always assuming n> l)6).

5) The integration constants used here, in the application of (3.13), are those that give
rise to zero moments, in agreement with Havers [5].

6) For the reasons mentioned in § 6.
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For n=l, A2 as well as A3 may be different from zero. The corresponding
displacements are those of the dorne as a rigid body (therefore without additional

internal forces) when it is displaced horizontally or rotates around a
horizontal axis:

v .42sin(ptan^- +^43sin9Cot-^ A2(l — coscp) + A3(l + coscp), (4.6)

w —v' — A2sin<p + A3sin<p,

±u A2(l — cos<p) — Az(l + co$<p),

BX -(A2 + A3).

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

n=2 n-3

°.s?

24.0O

V2 A2®, W2=-A2(g)

Fig. 5.

The horizontal displacement (which occurs in the direction of the 0-refe-

rence axis, when we use the expression (2.4), or in the direction perpendicular
to this axis if the trigonometrical functions are changed) has the value:

L 2A3 (4.10)

and the angular displacement (which occurs around the horizontal axis through
the crown of the dorne and perpendicular to the direction of horizontal
displacement) :

Wa R ' (4.11)

For n 0, we have in (4.2) the same function of cp for v2 and v3. Thus,
(4.1) will simply be:

v v2 ^42sin<p, (4.12)

which is equivalent to making, in (3.14), C0 A2Eh/R(l+v). To this Solution
correspond the following equalities, if the values of (2.4) are used:

v v2, w — w2 — v2 —A2coscp, u — 0. (4.13)
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This represents the displacement of the dorne, by translation, in the direction
of its axis (positively upwards):

Va w2coscp — v2sincp — A2. (4.14)

If the trigonometrical functions are changed in (2.4) (u2 of (3.8) with y 0):

v w 0, ü u2 — C^sincp. (4.15)

This means a rotation of the dorne around its own axis of

4>b ^- (4-16)

5. The State of Disturbance of the Edge

The displacements and forces that occur along the edge of the dorne and
are propagated to the adjacent regions in a rapidly convergent oscillating
manner, may be represented, according to Havers [5], by combinations of
functions of the type:

4>c y^e-«^ cos (et cp2 + cpz), cf>s cp0e-(X^sin(occp2 + cps), (5.1)

where cp0, cp1, cp2 and cp3 are functions of cp, and a is given by (2.3). In the case
of domes which are not flat and have small values for h/R, we have, approximately,

if n is not large:

cp0 (cp) & cp0 (cpc), cPl^cp2^cpc-cp üj, 993^0. (5.2)

Then we may write, by eliminating the constant factor:

<j)c e-*™ cos <x co, cf)s e-^sinocoj, (5.3)

whose derivatives in relation to 99 are:

<l>c a (<l>s + <£c)
>

<l>s a (<l>s ~ <l>c) • (5-4)

In such cases, all displacements and internal forces may be represented
by the function

Kc4>c + Ks^s (5.5)

in which Kc and Ks have the values given in the following table, when 1/a2,
in them, is neglected as compared with unity (Kx and K2 are integration
constants).

Along the edge, the displacements and forces are determined by considering
that, there, </>c= 1 and cf)s 0; it can be shown that the characteristic quantities
uc,vc,wc,Xc> M an(i N are equivalent to the constant Kc of the corresponding
expressions and that for £c, r]c, T, H, V and S we may use the expressions (2.8)
to (2.12), which take the form of the terms that contain Kx and K2 in (6.5)
to (6.8) and (6.13) to (6.14).
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The expression (5.5) may be represented in the following form:

Ks cf>s + Kccf>c Ks e~aco sin ot a> + Kc e~acü cos y co

± VKf+Kfe-™cos (aa> + i/j)

with O^ifß are tan -<7T.

Their absolute values are always smaller than

<f,0 VKI+K*e-«<».

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

This expression may be useful for the design of the structure. It should be

noted that the highest absolute value of (5.6) will never exceed the value Kc
of the edge, if i/j < 0,4195 tt or ifs ^ 0,75 tt, and, otherwise, will reach the maximum

/K2+K2±e0-o,757r 0,0670^ VK2 +K2 (5.9)

for ol co + 0 0,75 tt (see Fig. 6).

5.8

:z:\5.6

y=o \
o -e-

\^=0A195K CCCU

Z=ri —;t --¦ I =¦=•—t\ \ 5Kc\i 8

ö- o- \ "-

y=0,5jt
* /^^/^

-e-

/ 4

// V n

Fig. 6.

6. Superposition of States

By superimposing the three states which were studied in §§ 3 to 5, we
obtain the Solution of the problem of domes having the form of a spherical
calotte. That Solution contains four integration constants, when n > 1:

A1} A2, -Ki, K2,
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for Kc Ks tan<p (5.7)

w

V

u

X

N

Eh
N<p0

Eh

Eh
MyQ
Eh
Me
Eh
Qg>

Eh
Qe

Eh

2o?RKi

OlR(1 + v){K2~Ki)

+ R(l + v)nK2 cosec <pc

2o?{K2 + Ki)
n2

oc (K± - K2) cot <pc + -^-z—K2
sin2 <pc

B4=+AA
sm <pc

> [a (Ki -K2) + K2 cot cpc]

R(BiK2-B2Ki)

R(B6K2-BtKi)

cc(K2-Ki)

+ n K2 see cpc

2oc2RK2

-clB(1 + v)(K2 + K1)

±R(\ + v)nKi cosec q>c

2«?(K2-Ki)

n2
oc (Ki + K2) cot cpc - -——Kism2 cpc

B& ± n
sin cpc

• [oc (Ki + K2) -Ki cot cpc]

-R(BiKi + B2K2)

b*by*j
-R(B6Ki + B7K2)

-oc(K2 + Ki)

±nKi see <pc

Ki
K2

K2-K1
K2 + K1
K2
Ki
K1 + K2
K1-K2

Ks
Kc
B4
B5

B1K2-B2K1
B1K1 + B2K2
B5
BA

B& K2 — B'j Ki
BßKi + B7K2
K2-K1
K2 + K1
K2
Ki

Nß w Nw l-v2
Eh R El B«= *1+1 + " *7= *2+2a2

Bi=l 2a cot <pc, B2= (cc cot <pc+ 1
gin2 J 2a2

which enable us to choose four of the magnitudes (displacements or forces)
related to the edge (uc, vc, wc, xc> Vc €0 M, N, T, H, V, S) as, for instance:

a) Dome with clamped edge (Fig. 7a): uc vc wc 0, Xc ^«

b) Dome with simply supported edge (set on a horizontal plane (Fig. 7 b):
M 0, S H 0, r)c 0.

c) The same (set on a conical surface with generatrices normal to the sphere)

(Fig. 7c): M 0, T S 0, vc 0.

d) Dome supported by suspensions with radial movement (Fig. 7d):
M 0, H 0, uc 7)c 0.

e) Dome on hinged immovable support (Fig. 7e):

M 0, £c uc rjc 0.
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f) Dome with clamped edge on a deformable ring (Fig. 7f):
**c "'ring> sc Zring > Xc Xring > 'Je ^ •

It should be noted that the forces on the edge M, N, T, S, H or V, when

n>\, are separately in equilibrium, for M Mcosnd7), so that we have:

($M sin 0 d 0)a + ($M cos 0 d 0)2 0

and, similarly, for S, H and V, and, therefore, for T and N, which are obtained
from S and F (fig. 8).

«; *;

«<;

i m

/)

m

Fig. 7.

For 7i 0, with the trigonometrical functions used in (2.4) and (2.5,) this
equilibrium does not occur for V (and, therefore, for N and T), which represents

the vertical reaction, uniformly distributed along the edge and must,
obviously, be equal to the vertical component of the resultant of the external
forces. Should the trigonometrical functions of (2.4) and (2.5) be changed, that
equilibrium would cease to exist for S, since its moment must balance that
of the external forces which tend to rotate the dorne around its axis (in such
cases the dorne cannot be simply supported). The lack of the constant Ax,
which does not exist for n 0 (§ 3) is supplied by the condition of symmetry
or asymmetry of the two cases mentioned (^ 0, S 0, in the first case, and
v w 0, N=T 0, M 0 in the second case).

For n= 1, A1 0 also, but there is, then, an additional constant A3 which
takes its place, as we have seen in § 4. In this case also, the forces on the edge

7) The integrals
2tt

sm _ cos „ nnd BdO and
cos sin

n$d6 are zero for n> 1.
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are not separately balanced (for instance: the V forces produce a moment
and the H forces do not have a null resultant). So the dorne cannot be simply
supported, on a horizontal plane.

Once the integration constants are obtained, all three states of membrane,
of pure bending and of disturbance of the edge and the corresponding forces,
become known ((3.4), (3.5), (4.3) and (5.5) with the data of the table of § 5).

It is, then, only necessary to add the ordinates of the respective diagrams
(Figs. 4 to 6) to obtain the final diagrams, which will be used in designing
the dorne.

To make the determination of the constants easier, when n> 08), complete
expressions for the forces and displacements of the edge are given below, four
of which must be chosen in accordance with the imposed conditions (as
illustrated at the beginning of this § 6) to constitute the equations which
enable us to find the four constants:

^*=Atan»|, ^*=^tan»|, Klf K2, A$=^. (6.1)

In such cases, the terms which contain Af, when n=l and those which
contain Ag, when n> 1 must be eliminated. The constants Bx and B2 have
been defined at the end of the table in § 5, and:

„ 1— v n2 „ 1cn(n2— 1) „ A
1—v .„ _.^ I7shV' ^—tW2' ^-cot^-j^. (6-2)

The indices 0 represent, for cp cpc, the items of the magnitudes related to
the state of membrane, under the same conditions in which it was used in
(3.5) (examples are to be found in §§ 8 and 9).

M
EhR

Eh Eh
T

^y Agn i?3 cosec3 <pc — K1oc(l — B0) — K2(oc + ocB0 — B0cotcpc), (6-5)
E h

-A*B3cosec2cPc-K1B1-K2B2, (6.3)

+ Af cosec2 cpc + K1 (oc cot cpc — n2 cosec2 cpc) + K2 oc cot cpc, (6-4)

_ S ^Nyeo A*-A*BS ^cot^-a K2ccn
Eh Eh sm2<pc sm<pc sm99c

H - N^COä(Pc-Ar^+^^+K1n2^-0C
Eh Eh sin9c sin2<pc 1 sin<pc

"^(sin^- +A)asin99c-jBocos9c)>
(6.7)

8) For n 0 see § 7, where the simplifications which occur when n= 1 are also to be
found.
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V NrnQ A? A^ „ cotoA Tr n2 „— _-_^sina>c—^±--A*nB3 / c + -gx-, Ä +Eh Eh rc smcpc
2

sm2<pc sm<pc
x

+ i£2 B0 (oc — cot 9?c) cos cpc,

_Ur _ U« n + COS Q9. r^+i =+i + A^l+v)(^iyA-^sm9c-Z1(l+v).cosec9,c
+ ^43*(l+cos99c),

^ ^n ^ ^ /, v ^ + w cos 09. — smJ od,, T^^ o. -^-Mf (l+v) n(n,_^ginya^ +^any<>-g1«(l+v)

-JfiT2a(l+v)+^3*(H-COS?>c),

(6.8)

(6.9)

(6.10)

w>„

Ä =^+A*(l+v)^0^-A*(n + eoS(pc)+K22^ + A*SmVc, (6.11)

*< =Xo-^^(^nCy°cSyc)-^2a3 + ir22a3-^, (6.12)

| |+A*(l+v)Ii^^-^,sin9,c-^1a(l+v)cos<Pc
+ iT2 [2 a2 sin <pc — a (1 + v) cos cpc] + Ag (1 + cos <pc),

lk ^-^*iA^-^*(l+«cos9c) + Jfiria(l+v)sin9>c

+ ÜT2 [2 a2 cos 9C + a (1 + v) sin <pc] — A} sin 9?,..

(6.13)

(6.14)

In the coefficients of K± and K2 of the former expressions, 1/a2 was
disregarded as compared with unity, since the respective values were obtained
from the table given in § 5, where such an approximation was used. A greater
simplification could be obtained if the terms that contain 1/a were also
disregarded, compared with those that do not contain it, provided these latter
are of about the same magnitude as that of the factor of 1/a9). We must
take into account the fact that, in most cases, B0 is negligible in comparison
with unity. When we have to solve a particular case numerically, as in the
example given in § 8, there is no advantage in using the simplifications, because
the work involved in solving the equations will be the same, since the numerical
coefficients of the unknowns are available.

9) Thus, it is possible that n2/a may not be negligible as compared with unity or
sin cpc in comparison with a cos <pc, since cpc can tend to tt/2, with cos cpc -> 0 and sin <jpc-> 1.

It should also be noted that constants to be determined may not have the same order
of magnitude; that is what happens in the last example of the following footnote, in
which Ki is of the same order of magnitude as K2/oc and, therefore, K2 is not negligible
in comparison with ocKi.
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7. Simplifications when n 0 or n 1

For n 0, when we use the trigonometrical functions of the expressions
(2.4) and the following equations, we have the well known case of axially
symmetrical loading, which can also be solved by means of the expressions (6.3)
to (6.14), neglecting the terms which contain A} and Ag and by establishing only
three boundary conditions, since, then, S =0 and ü=0. These conditions can
be reduced to two, if we consider that V is known, for, its resultant is equal
to that of pv and pw, that is:

7? r
V -r—~ (pvsincp-pwcoscp)sincpdcp V0 (7.1)

bin 9c J
0

and that rj represents the movement of translation of the dorne as a rigid body,
characterized, then, by the choice of A}. This constant has no influence on
the other magnitudes (M, H, #c, £c)> whose expressions are the same, (6.3, (6.7),
(6.12) and (6.13), when we eliminate the terms which contain A£, Ag and
Ag (this latter because it contains the factor n 0) and make n 0 in the
others (therefore B0 B3 0):

M rr 1 ~ V irr rr x
1 "~V Tr— TT \ ocit m (TT TT \ ff (7.2)EhR ~ Äl '

2a COt<^Äi K*> 2a2 K^
H _ ^»»co-o, a (K l K) (7.3)Eh ~ EhC°o(Pc sin<pc(KllK2>'

Xe =Xo + 2«3(Kz-K1)> (7.4)

-g. -g. + 2 a2 sin 9eKt-*(\ +v)eoscPc(K1 + K2). (7.5)

When these equations represent the membrane without load (N(p0 0,
£ 0, xo ~ 0) an(i we make M=l, H 0 or M 0, H=l, by eliminating
K1 and K2 and neglecting 1/a in comparison with unity10), we find the well
known coefficients of influence of Geckeler's Solution:

(Qm=i -jjrfc sin 9c > (Qh=i ~^ -B sin2 9c >

4a3 2 a2
(7*6)

(Xc)m=i EhR' (Xc)h=i -~Yh Sin9c'

If we change the trigonometrical functions in the expressions (2.4) and
the subsequent equations, we have as single magnitude which is not zero in

10) It should be noted that, for H 0, Ki=— K2, and we could, in (7.2) make,
M/EhR= —Ki, since a is very large (Geckeler). For M 0, we should have, for the
same reasons, Ki negligible as compared with K2 and Ki + K2^K2 — Ki. A more clearly
approximate Solution is obtained from (7.2) to (7.5) when these simplifications are not
made.
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the first members of expressions (6.3) to (6.14) (in addition to uJR if the dorne
is not completely prevented from turning) :

S -
<Pe

P2
* o— -^— \pusin2cpdcp, (7.7)

R2sm299c sm2cpcJ^u T T2 tt R2 sin

where Mh is the moment of the pu.
For n—1 the constants to be determined are Kx, K2, A$ and Ag. The

last two of these constants characterize the movement of the dorne as a rigid
body, as described in § 4; the first two, alone, remain to be determined by two
boundary conditions. Indeed, the four conditions are reduced to two, since

among the magnitudes M, V, H and S there are two which are not arbitrary,
for, not being independently balanced, there are among them the obligatory
relationships (Fig. 8)11):

^Hcos0cos0rd0±^Ssin0sin0rd0 + Fext O,
o o

2tt 2tt
J* Mcos0cos0rd0+$ Vcos0rcos0rd0 + Mext O.
o o

In these expressions, r Rsincpc is the radius of the supporting circle, Fext
and Mext are the resultant and the moment (about the diameter of the supporting

circle) of the external active forces (pu, pv and pw). Hence:

*vy M^
l/cosn§=V

Mcosb

hr* Msin ¦&

d$

*.d&

rcos-b
Vcosn%K

$sin n^jf Hcosn&

5^ in n -Q-s/'rr Q Hcos n -0- cos Q

Fig. 8.

n) The change in the trigonometrical functions of (2.4) and the following expressions
277 2tt

has no influence on the results, for: ] cos29dd J sin20d0 «¦•
o o
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7rr(H±S) -Fext, nr{lM+VRsincpc) -Mext (7.8)

considering that

Fext 7Tr (NcpO cos 9c + ^0o)> Mt^ irr2N(p0ain.<i)e9 (7.9)

and so: +S H +^,nr \7Tr* r /
(7.10)

H and M remain to be determined. In regard to the displacements, if we
eliminate the movement of the dorne as a rigid body, taking the horizontal
plane of the edge and the vertical planes defined by 0 0 and 0 0,5-77 as

fixed, we have rjc uc 0, and xc an(i £c remain to be determined. Two of the
four magnitudes H, M, xc an(i £c w^ ^>e given by boundary conditions and
the other two will result from (6.3), (6.7), (6.12) and (6.13). Those two of
these equations which correspond to the magnitude given by the boundary
condition and the expressions (6.9) and (6.14), with the first member null,
will determine the constants Ag, Ag, K± and K2. All these expressions will
have the term which contains A£ eliminated. By eliminating A$ and Ag
with (6.9) and (6.14), the other four equations may be written (by neglecting
1/2a2 in comparison with unity):

-^ -K1B1-KzB2, (7.11)

** =_^?co o^cot^ ^^Eh Eh Yc
sin<pc

L
sin<pc

v ;

*« =Xo-^--2«3^i + 2a2Jfira(«-cot«Pc), (7.13)ii sm cpc

R I^H_K {l+v)Lcos Jll\
+ iT2[2aasin95(. — «(1 +v)cos95c].

(7.14)

It is interesting to observe that, to a first approximation (similar to Geckeler's),
these equalities lead to the same coefficients of influence (7.6), as the axially
symmetrical loading.

8. Dome Under Wind Loading

As a first example, let us take the spherical dorne on radially displaceable
suspensions (that is, M 0 and H 0) stressed by wind, whose pressure is
normal to the surface12):

12) This law is frequently used (see, for instance Flügge [7]) and coincides with
that which would be verified in an immersed dam, having the form of a spherical calotte
with a horizontal axis, after making allowance for the uniform pressure equivalent to
that which occurs at the height of this axis.
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pw -psincpcos0, pu pv 0. (8.1)

Let us determine the expressions of the forces for the particular case in which
cpc 60°, i/ 1/6 and R/h 64 (that is, a=10,4, from (2.3)):

To (8.1) there correspond n=l and

pw psincp, Pu Pv 0. (8.2)

These expressions when used in (3.3) and (3.2), give us:

Nvo =-~-(2 +cos 99) cot 9? tan2 ^-,' <p0 — -^-y^-r^^^j^^v^v^x ^
(8.3)

Nq>9o —3- (2 + cos 9) c°sec cp tan2 -|-, (8.4)

^Oo — ^~-(3+ 4 cos 99+ 2 cos2 99) cosec 99 tan2 ^~ (8.5)

From (7.11) and (7.12), with if 0 and H 0, and iV^ from (8.3) with
cp cpc, the numerical data of the proposition applied:

0,9769 #! +0,0218 iT2 0,

11,342^ +12,009 ÜT2 0,08019^ 5,1320^
E h E

and we have the values of Kx and K2 which, when introduced into the formula?
of the table given in § 5, enable us to obtain the equations of all forces, which
must be added to (8.3), (8.4) and (8.5), resulting in (cf>c and cf>s from (5.3)):

Kx =-0,0097-|, K2 0,4365-|,

N„ N(p0 + ph(2,516cf>c-2,097cl>s),

Ntf Nyeo + ph (5,132c/>c-5,061 c/>s),

Nd Neo + ph-91,85<f>e,

My phR- 0,4266 fe,
Mq)Q= -p Rh (0,0198 cf>s + 0,0195 cf>c),

MQ pRh (0,9359 cf>s + 0,0093 <f>c),

Q^ pÄ (4,640&-M39&),
Qe =-ph(0,S130cf>s + 0,0194cf>c).

These expressions can assume the form (5.6) for the employment of (5.8) and
(5.9) or of the graph given in Fig. 6.

As support reactions we have ((6.8), (6.6) and (2.8)), in addition to M 0

and H 0:
V= O,139pi?cos0,
S -0,240p Rsin0,

these values being coincident with those that we could obtain by means of
(7.9) and (7.10), with H 0 and M 0.
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9. Dome Under Non-Uniform Heating

For a second example we shall take the case of a dorne having the form
of a spherical calotte with clamped edge (xc 0> ^c^0) and under the effect

source ofheat

h-

dorne

t=tQ (l+ cosy)

Fig. 9.

of heating which occurs, according to the law indicated in Fig. 9, axially
symmetrically in relation to the axis that would reach the focus of heat, if
it were prolonged. The measurement of 0 will be made from a plane which
contains that focus, denoting by ß the angle that the straight line which
unites the centre of the sphere with the focus, makes with the vertical. The
modulus of elasticity E, the Poisson's ratio v, the coefficient of thermal expan-
sion at of the material are given, as well as the greatest difference 210 of
temperature that could exist between two antipodal points, if the sphere were
complete (Fig. 9). It is intended to draw the diagrams of forces for the case
in which ^ 300t/cm2, A=10cm, v 1/65 a,= 10-5/°C and t0=10°C with
<pc 60°, ß 30° and R/h =100 (that is, a^l3).

The law of Variation of t given in Fig. 9 (tjtQ 1 + cos ijj) can be expressed
as a function of 99 and 0, in the following way:

t t0(l + cos 99 cos/? +sin 99 sin/? cos 0) (9.1)

as it is inferred from the well known cosine law of spherical trigonometry
(Fig. 9).

The deformations that would take place if no contact existed among the
adjacent elements, would be, in all directions:

it octt, y 0. (9.2)

In the formulae that relate Nv and Ne to eu and ev (2.1) these deformations
must be substituted respectively by (eu — et) and (ev — €t). When these formulae
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are introduced into the equilibrium equations of the membrane, without
external loading action, we find that, with the Variation law chosen for t

(9.1), the expansion of the sphere occurs without the existence of forces:

^, ^ ^, 0. (9.3)

Thus, we have:

y 0, eu ev et octt0(l +cos99Cos/} + süi99sinj8cos0). (9.4)

The study of the displacements can be made by considering separately the
items corresponding to n 0 and n=l, that is, respectively:

€u ev octt0(l+cos cp cosß), y 0,

€u €v a^0 sin 99 sinß, y 0,

to which there correspond, in (3.13) and(3.14), null integrals (c/) 0, N(p — Nd 0),
and there remains only the movement of the dorne as a rigid body (§ 4) and
the expansion that occurs because ev + 0 in (3.11), that is:

for 71 0: w RocttQ(l+cosßcoscp),
for n 1: w Roctt0 sin ß sin 99.

To the above equations there correspond the displacements of the edge:

for n 0: £0 ü!a^0sin99c(l + cos/3 cos 99c),

Xo -octt0 cosß sin cpc,

for n= 1: £0 12 a^0 sinß sin2 99,,, Xo a, f0 sin 0 cos <pc,

rj0 i?a^0sin/ßsin99ccos99c3 u0 0.

When these values are introduced, with N(p0 0, into (7.2) to (7.5) and
(7.11) to (7.14), we obtain the Solutions13), under the condition of clamped
edge(£c 0, xc 0):

for n 0:

E9 ——£-=r—; K-t K9 + ——5- £& An2 2oc2Rsmcpc * 2 2 a3 2

(9.9)

R a sin2 <pc' 2 a2 sin <pc'

for n 1 (with rj0 R x0 sin <$>c and u0 0):

z2 2~J°. k1=kJi-^M^k.* 2oc2Rsm(pc \ « /
H-Jh.*! M- Eh^ (9.10)

R oc sin2 99c' 2 a2sin cpc
*

13) With the same simplifications used to find (7.6), of the type of those described
in the corresponding footnote.
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Hence, on the whole14):

H —.—^(i+coslj8cosQ9r. + sinj8sinQ9rcos0),
asm99c

'

zr-p E h R OCftn -. r, n.M u(l + cosß cos 99c + smß smcpc cos 0).
Zi oc

(9.11)

f= *f' 60° VJ 0° <f=%=50°26' uj 3°34'

k^^-h x—5- -1.52

kg.m/dm

1+430 -5430243 1+ 430 -2910230\-138

\ -191 N, *170200 5000

+330 kg/dm

cf=cf 60°, xuj 0° ^=59°54' uj 6'

Fig. 10.

For the particular case corresponding to the numerical data suggested at
the beginning of this § 9, the Solution found leads to the internal forces given
in Fig. 10, related to the parallel (co), where the respective maximum absolute
value occurs. The formulae that determine these forces are those of the table
given in § 5, since there are no forces in states of membrane and pure bending,
where we make, for n 0:

K1^K2 -^(1 + cosß cos 99,)
z oc

-4,24 XlO"7,

EhK± EhK2 - 127 kg/m,

and for n 1:

— <*th*x~*,= 2a2 sin/3 sin (pc -l,28x 10~7,

EhKx EhK2 -38,4 kg/m.

14) It should be noted that the expressions in brackets, in (9.11), will be equivalent
to (1 + costffc), if we denote by xpc the angle 0 corresponding to the point of the edge
under consideration (fig. 9).
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10. Spherical Calotte with Compressed Edge

As a last example, we shall determine the variations of the radii of the
parallels (£) of the spherical calotte with 99c 45°, a 10 and v 0,25, radially
loaded, along the edge, by a distributed force (Fig. 11):

# —(l+eos20). (10.1)

As this is the only force that acts on the edge of the dorne, we shall have

M 0, S 0 and V 0, in addition to N(pO N(p0O N0O O. By taking separately

the items corresponding to n 0 (H 0,5 P) and to n 2 (also H 0,5P),

¦e=o°

-295 PZ'^
Eh

A^Tjr

j*S°

\A

¦>- \ A_—*l ^\J-e-

285^Eh

& =90°

Fig. 11.

with cpc 0,25TT, and applying (7.11) and (7.12,) in the first case, and (6.3),
5.7) and (6.8) in the second case, we shall have:

Wim 99c u,zö77, ana appiymg v/.ii; anu \i.iz,) in x

(6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) in the second case, we shall have

77 _ 33 _ „ „ T, _ „for n 0 :

hence,

for n 2 :

QQ _ P

K2 - 0,03677 PjEh,

11
8Ö^1_r8ÖÖ

#! 0,001576 PjEh

2A*-2A2*B3-l8V2K1-2öy2K2 0,

V2A* -±A* B3 + 5,85 ^2KX +10,135 |/2K2 ~j£-,

\/2A* + 4:A*B3-3,85\/2K1-0,U5y2K2 0,

(10.2)

(10.3)

(10.4)
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hence K± - 0,04883 PjE h, K2 +0,02457 PjE h, (10.5)
A*B3 0,02336 PjEh, A* -0,2501 P/Eh (10.6)

and, using (6.1) and (6.2):
Ax -1,461 P, A2 1210,2PRjEh. (10.7)

There is, therefore, a state of membrane, with n 2, characterized by the
constant Ax to be introduced into (3.4) (forces) and into (3.16) and (3.17)
(displacements); a state of pure bending, also with n 2, defined by the
constant A2 introduced into (4.3) (forces) and into (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5)
(displacements); and a state of disturbance of the edge, partly axially symmetrical
(n 0) and partly with n 2, characterized by the constants Kx and K2 respectively

of (10.2) and (10.5), to be applied in the formulae of § 5.

The displacements | to be determined, can be obtained through the formulae,
mentioned previously, for v and w, which enable us to write (with o> 45° — 99):

P h

^v -0,479e-10wsinl0co + 0,440e-10^cosl0 6ü + [0,917e-10wsinl0a>

+ 0,303 e~10o) cos 10 cu - 0,304 (3 + 2 cos cp + cos2 cp) cosec 9 tan2 (cp/2)

+ 1210,2 sin cp tan2 (cp/2)] cos 2 0.

v-pü= 0,315 e-10ü> sin 10 co- 7,354 e~10oj cos 10 o>- [9,766 e~10™ sin 10 co

- 4,914 e~10o> cos 10 co + 1210,5 (2 + cos cp) tan2 (cp/2)] cos 2 0.

These expressions, when introduced into (2.12), lead to the required values
of | which are shown in Fig. 11, together with those of w, for 0 0° and 0 90°.
In the scale of the drawing the oscillating part of the diagram cannot be
indicated. This part corresponds to the state of disturbance of the edge, but
there is marked predominance of the state of pure bending, as it is inferred
from the value of A2 in comparison with those of Al9 Kx and K2. It will not be
the same for the moments, since A£ B3 is of the same order of magnitude as

Kx and K2.
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Summary

An approximate theory, easy to employ and of sufficient precision, has
been developed for domes having the form of a not very flat spherical calotte,
under any asymmetrical loading, provided that it can be represented by
rapidly convergent Fourier's series.

The three effects of this loading are studied separately: the effect of
membrane, of pure bending and of disturbance of the edge. They are subse-

quently superimposed and equations are derived which enable us to determine
the integration constants.

Application of this theory is made to domes exposed to wind, to those
which are subjected to non-uniform heating and to shells compressed along the
edge.

Resume

Une theorie approchee, facile a utiliser et de precision süffisante a ete

developpee pour le calcul des coupoles chargees asymetriquement, ayant la
forme de calottes spheriques pas trop plates, en admettant que la charge
puisse etre developpee en series de Fourier qui convergent rapidement.

Les trois effets de cette charge: efforts dus ä l'etat de membrane, ä la
flexion pure et aux perturbations des bords, sont etudies separement. On tire
de leur superposition subsequente des equations qui permettent la determination

des constantes d'integration.
Cette theorie est ensuite appliquee au calcul de coupoles soumises au vent,

ä un chauffage non-uniforme, ainsi qu'ä une coque comprimee le long de ses

bords.

Zusammenfassung

Für unsymmetrisch belastete Kuppeln, welche die Form einer nicht sehr
flachen Kugelhaube aufweisen, wurde eine leicht anzuwendende und genügend
genaue Näherungstheorie entwickelt, unter der Bedingung, daß die Belastung
durch rasch konvergierende Fourierreihen dargestellt werden kann.

Die drei Folgen dieser Belastung: Membran-, reiner Biegungs- und Rand-
störungszustand, werden getrennt untersucht. Aus ihrer nachfolgenden
Superposition werden Gleichungen abgeleitet, welche die Bestimmung der
Integrationskonstanten erlauben.

Diese Theorie wird auf den Fall einer windbelasteten und einer ungleichmäßig

beheizten Kuppel sowie einer längs den Rändern gedrückten Schale

angewendet.
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